
Kubota Grand L60 Front Loaders 
(LA555/LA805/LA1055)

Designed to match the performance of the Grand L60 Series, our front loaders 
ensure precise operation and improved productivity. With the standard-
equipped front loader valve and lever, the front loaders feature outstanding lift 
capacity and lift height for an impressive performance with each load. Plus, 
loader lift and bucket dump c ycle speeds are amazingly fast. Optional on the 
LA805 and LA1055, the hose quick coupler allows up to 8 hoses to be attached 
and removed simultaneously*. The curved boom design matches the hood, and 
with the hydraulic tubes enclosed, the Grand L60 has a sleek look.

*Not available on LA555
 

Mechanical 2-lever Quick Coupler (Standard) or 
Hydraulic 2-lever Quick Coupler* (Optional)

The front loader can also be used with the standard mechanical or optional 
hydraulic quick coupler attachments, such as buckets, pallet forks and bale 
spears. Simple to attach and detach, these handy functions don't require the 
use of tools, saving time and effort.

*Not available on LA555

 

Third Function Hose Quick Coupler* (Optional)

To broaden the scope and  capabilities of your front loader applications, the 
Grand L60 is available with a thrid function hose quick coupler to operate 
attachements such as a 4 in 1 bucket.  Attaching and detaching is possible 
with just a single touch.

*Not available on LA555

 

New Rod Indicator

This handy function helps you keep the bucket in a level position at all timkes, 
by allowing you to even check the normally hard-to-see raised bucket position.

*LA555 equipped only with Grand L40 type rod indicator

 

 

 

 



Spill Guard * (Optional)
 
The hydraulically controlled spill guard tilts the bucket forward as the loader is 
raised, thus reducing the spillage of the bucket's contents. This makes �ling 
and dumping easier and increases ef�ciency.
 
*Not available on LA555

 

Quick Attach/Detach Loader

This convenient system saves valuable time by letting you attach and detach 
the loader from the tractor. The mounting pins and hose couplers can be 
removed from the operator's seat without tools.

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

3-Point Hydraulic Cylinders

The Grand L60's External lift cylinders deliver an impressive 3-Point Hitch lift 
capacity. The system is externally mounted for easy maintenance. 

 

Remote Hydraulic Control Valves (Optional)

The Grand L60 can include three Remote Hydraulic Control Valves for a 
greater selection of hydraulically powered implements. For operators, this 
versatile system translates into a convenient and cost-ef�cient alternative. 

 

Live-Independent PTO

The hydraulically activated Live-independent PTO clutch allows both the rear 
and mid-PTOs to be independently engaged/disengaged while the tractor is 
still in motion . And because the lever's located in a convenient position, 
activating the independent PTO is easy. In addition, a Neutral/Auto Shut-off 
system and protective �i-up shields are included for total PTO safety and 
productivity. 
 

Telescopic Lower Link Ends

A wide range of implements can be used with the 3-Point Hitch. Quick and 
simple hook-ups can be achieved via the standard equipped telescopic lower 
link ends. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Mid-PTO (Optional)

Kubota offers a semi-independent Mid-PTO for all Grand L60s that can be 
used with a variety of performance-matched front-mounted snow blowers or 
sweeper brooms. 

 

More Legroom

The operator's seat has been positioned more to the rear for extra legroom. 
This not only enhances riding comfort, but makes getting in and out of the cab 
easier as well. 

 

New Lever Layout

For easier access and smoother operation, the loader, hitch and remote levers 
are grouped on the right-side console. 

 
 

Tilt Steering Wheel

The steering wheel delivers an extra-wide tilt angle for maximum comfort. Just 
step on the adjustment pedal, tilt the steering wheel and lock for the most 
comfortable operating position. Step on the pedal again to unlock the wheel 
for easy tractor mounting and dismounting. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Power Steering

Responsive hydrostatic power steering makes every job easier. 
Straight-a-ways and tight turns alike are taken smoothly, while steering 
remains easy and worry-free when a heavy load is applied or the front 
loader is used.

 

Electric PTO Switch

The PTO switch makes PTO operation easier than ever. Conveniently 
located on the side console, one push and turn starts the PTO and a 
simple push stops it.

 

Rounded Fender/Wide Step

The Grand L60's fender and wide step deck feature provide a larger, more 
comfortable step-through area.

 

Cup Holder

The cup holder is within easy reach whenever you need to quench your 
thirst.

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Loader Control Lever Location

Because the Grand L60's loader valve and control lever are integrated into 
the tractor as standard equipment, the control lever is positioned close to 
the operator for improved operability, easier access and less fatigue.

 

Deluxe Suspension Seat

The new suspension seat is specially designed to absorb shock to provide 
a comfortable ride even in harsh working conditions, and includes a handy 
swivel function. The optional Air-Ride seat adjusts its cusion to match your 
physique to provide optimal comfort even when negotiating rough terrain. 
It even includes a location for owner manual storage.

 

Front Loader Hydraulic Valve

Kubota has designed an integral Front Loader Valve as part of the tractor. 
With this valve, you can quickly and easily attach the front loader and other 
front-mounted implements. The valve promotes ef�cient, clutter-free 
operation and matches the sleep styling of the tractor. If you don't require a 
front loader or other front-mounted implements, an optional Diverter Kit is 
available to allow the loader valves to function as rear remotes. 

 

 

 

 


